PEDAPHILIA

The true etymology of the word “pedophilia” does not originate from “child” plus “lover.” It originates
from the word “foot.” People with the condition of pedophilia love to squash human lives like a bug; they
love to stomp out the light, and they love to work their victim’s trauma like a gas pedal.
Podiatry (n.)
1914, formed from Greek pod-, stem of pous "foot" (from PIE root *ped- "foot") + iatreia "healing," from
iatros "physician" (see -iatric).
Pedal (n.)
1610s, "lever (on an organ) worked by foot," from French pédale "feet, trick with the feet," from Italian
pedale "treadle, pedal," from Late Latin pedale "(thing) of the foot," neuter of Latin pedalis "of the foot,"
from pes (genitive pedis) "foot," from PIE root *ped- "foot."
Pedophilia (n.)
1900, from Greek pais (genitive paidos) "child" (see pedo-) + philos "loving" see -phile).
Pedaphilia could be an optional spelling to differentiate this awareness.
Pedaphilia is based on sexual attraction to injury, harm, trauma, permanent damage, contamination,
destruction, devastation, deterioration, impairment, pollution, debasement, misuse, hurt, ruin, spoilage,
profane mutilation, wreckage, marring, abuse, disservice, loss, desecration, tarnishing, sabotage, and
violence. The key words for pedaphilia are defile, disservice, and degrade. Although the condition of
pedaphilia includes experiencing enjoyment from the suffering of other humans, it is the treatment of
another human being like an object, a no-life, dead meat, like roadkill, that satisfies people with pedaphilia.
For people with pedaphilia, the focus is not on the suffering of their victims, as that would be
acknowledging another life form with feelings. The focus is on the damage to health and the soiling of
purity which people with pedaphilia find to be erotic. It is the pheromone chemical experience of another
human being’s victim-shame, fear, shock, terror, helplessness, and powerlessness that people with the
condition of pedaphilia experience as sexually arousing, like the smell of dead meat. Their victim’s soul is
viewed like meat to be tenderized and worked over with a mallet until the light of the witness has been
extinguished.
A person with pedaphilia experiences sexual satisfaction with “roadkill.”
People with the condition of pedaphilia may view children, adolescents, and adults as bugs waiting to be
smashed. People with pedaphilia may find the extinction of the human race to be very appealing. If
pedaphilia is to be considered a sexual orientation, it is the sexual orientation to permanent damage and
ultimate destruction. Pedophiles find damage and trauma to be highly erotic. The sexual attraction is to a
mark on their way to be “roadkill,” or a mark who is already “roadkill” and can be run over a few more
times.

The use of stories can help with compassion for people sick with pedaphilia. If you watch the 2005 sciencefiction movie Serenity, based on the television series Firefly, you would perceive that the fictional group of
humans referred to as Reavers represent pedaphilia minus the pattern of abuse of trust. Using the image
of the Reavers as a representation of what a person with pedaphilia is hiding from their victims of abuse of
trust can support courageously facing the severity of their illness instead of falling into wishful thinking of
believing in their good. Every human being was good, yet a rabid dog cannot be anything other than rabid,
no matter how good his true nature.
The way that pedophiles desire to devour their victims of sexual violence is to make the victim attempt to
escape the home territory of their body, to evacuate, until there is just a body with no one home, and to
chase them to the ends of the universe to wherever their spirit scattered and went hiding and make sure
they are tormented there too. Pedophiles attempt to promote the idea that their desires for sexual
violence are based on sexuality; pedaphilia occupies their sexual drive and the energy of pedaphilia
perverts sexual energy into something non-human. The idea that a pedophile has intimacy issues and
extreme emotional vulnerability and simply wants to sexually devour a person without that getting in the
way is a complete fabrication; pedophiles want damage and get off on creating trauma.
Pedophiles want their victims to sincerely believe there is something wrong with them and it is all their
fault; in this way, the repression of traumatic memories is most desirable to them. The effects of sex abuse
without their victims later believing, “It’s all my fault,” is like baking a cake that they never get to taste to
see how all the ingredients they put into it turned out after it was done. For pedophiles, sex abuse is as
much about the present experience of the abuse as it is the long-term damage. Their abuse is planned
ahead of time with the long-term impact in mind, hoping that in the future the victim will be triggered to
think of them and the horrible impressions they made, or, in the case of repressed memories, feel totally
unsafe with a subconscious trigger without knowing why. It is all about making their mark, and having their
impression forever alter the course of the victim’s life and their relationships. Healing makes pedophiles
want to puke. Healing is anathema to the pedophile anthem of permanent damage.
People sick with pedaphilia share in common the symptoms of extreme demonstrations of pettiness; it is an
obsessive level of immaturity based on mental illness generating competitive behavior towards all people,
who they do not believe are worthy of enjoying their lives. An example would be pedophiles who cyberstalk persons listening to streaming internet music on iPods, and do things like mocking their dance style to
attempt to sabotage the person’s enjoyment of the music they are listening to. If they were caught
mocking the victim’s dancing, they would say the victim had consented and they made a prior agreement
about it as a type of therapy to help the victim become less self-conscious about dancing, and that is why
they had access to the victim’s customized internet radio station; but it needed to take place without the
victim being told when it was going to happen, in order to better simulate the real life experience of the
victim’s desires.
Unidentified violent sex offenders defend criminals by asserting no crime took place, as the perpetrator
was not trying to hurt anyone; there was just a miscommunication and they did not know what they were
doing was something the victim did not consent to; she/he consented, and she/he is either lying about a
crime taking place or she/he is confused and misinformed and doesn’t know what she/he is talking about.

The pedophile’s goal is for someone to believe that the victim is bad, that it is all their fault, and the entire
issue originates from something wrong with the victim; such as the victim is lying about what they
consented to, the victim cannot discern reality, the victim is wrong about not trusting, or the victim is
projecting their personal issues instead of taking responsibility for what they did to themselves in their own
minds. For example, the pedophiles who stalk people through government surveillance will mock the
victims’ enjoyment of food as they eat a meal, imitating any sound expressing pleasure with taste; if they
were caught, the pedophiles who Stalk-N-Mock would say the victims consented to share their family meals
with them. If a victim lacked evidence to prove this crime, the pedophile would say that it is all in the
victim’s mind; he/she is projecting their issues of feelings of lack of self-worth about eating and feeling selfconscious about enjoying anything onto another person who of course is innocent.
Judgment hurts pedophile’s feelings. But you know what else hurts? People who judge that you are
unworthy of enjoying your life and that you deserve to rot in hell forever, for the crime of having something
that they envy, something they can never have: the privilege of not being them.

